Voter Fraud: Tiny Precinct in
Georgia Has 276 Registered
Voters, But 670 Ballots Were
Cast!
Habersham County’s Mud Creek precinct in northeastern Georgia
had 276 registered voters ahead of the state’s primary
elections in May. But 670 ballots were cast, according to the
Georgia secretary of state’s office, indicating a 243%
turnout. Georgia is one of four states that uses voting
machines statewide that produce no paper record for voters to
verify, making them difficult to audit, experts say. There is
a dire need to reform the voting system.
Read full article here…

Facebook
Censors
Congressional
Candidate’s
Video about Communist Crimes
Facebook banned California Republican congressional Candidate
Elizabeth Heng’s campaign video ad about communist crimes that
led her parents to flee mass murder by communists in Cambodia
in the 1970’s. Facebook says it does not allow “shocking,
disrespectful, or sensational” content. [Does anyone actually
believe that? Can you imagine Facebook banning a leftist
campaign video that showed Nazi crimes against communists in
Europe? Neither can we.] See the banned video here. -GEG

Facebook has banned Republican congressional
candidate Elizabeth Heng’s campaign video ad about
communist crimes that led her family to flee
Cambodia for the U.S., claiming the platform
doesn’t allow “shocking, disrespectful, or
sensational” content.
Elizabeth Heng, who is running for California’s 16th
congressional district seat, made the video about her parent’s
escape from mass-murder by the Khmer Rouge communists in the
1970s.
https://www.facebook.com/elizabethheng/videos/1886765958288459
/
However, according to the Christian Post, Facebook deemed the
video to be “shocking, disrespectful or sensational,” and
refused to allow her to run the video as an ad on the
platform.

“It is unbelievable that Facebook could have such blatant

disregard for the history that so many people, including my
own parents, have lived through,” declared Heng in a
statement. “I’m sure it is shocking for some people to hear
about this kind of injustice, but this is reality. This is why
I wake up every single day with the fight and determination to
have a voice and make a difference in my community.”
“Neither Facebook nor any other company in the tech industry
get to silence our stories,” she continued. “We’ve seen it
over and over again with Republican candidates and
organizations.”
As reported by the Christian Post, “The Cambodian Civil War,
which ended in 1975, killed an estimated 275,000–310,000
people and displaced two million others from rural areas.”
Read full article here…

Alex Jones and Infowars Are
Purged
from
YouTube,
Facebook, Apple, and Spotify
On Monday, Google/YouTube, Facebook, Spotify, and Apple
announced that they had deleted all Infowars content from
their platforms. Four Facebook pages that were controlled by
Jones were removed, and Apple removed five out of six of

Jones’ podcast streams. CNN has lobbied Facebook and YouTube
to shut down Jones’ accounts. Congressman Ted Deutsch (D-FL)
pressured YouTube to remove Jones from their platform.
Congressman Mike Quigley also urged Twitter to censor Paul
Joseph Watson, one of the lead commentators at Infowars.
All of these companies ostensibly are private companies and,
as such, they did not violate the First Amendment that
guarantees that government shall not deny free speech. Yet,
they have a monopoly on speech in the public square and may be
subject to regulation as a monopoly. The problem, however, is
that their censorship policies are closely aligned with the
mindset of government agencies, so they effectively are oneand-the-same. -GEG
Update: MailChimp, LinkedIn, Pinterest, iTunes and Stitcher
have also banned Infowars. Alex Jones is still on Twitter and
Instagram. Instagram has banned UK activist Tommy Robinson.

Hours after Alex Jones and Infowars were banned from iTunes
and Facebook, The Alex Jones Channel on YouTube which had 2.4
million followers was terminated on Monday “for violating
YouTube’s Community Guidelines,” along with the Ron Gibson
channel
which
archived
Jones’
daily
shows.

Earlier Monday we reported that Apple had completely removed
five of Infowars’ six podcasts from its iTunes and Podcast
apps under their hate speech guidelines, reports BuzzFeed
News – including the daily Alex Jones podcast and the show
“War Room” – in “one of the largest enforcement actions
intended to curb conspiratorial news content by a technology

company to date.”
Meanwhile according to Bloomberg, Facebook removed the Alex
Jones Channel Page, the Alex Jones Page, the Infowars Page and
the Infowars Nightly News Page, which they said “have been
unpublished for repeated violations of community standards and
accumulating too many strikes.”
Facebook said it reviewed content “glorifying violence, which
violates our graphic violence policy, and using dehumanizing
language to describe people who are transgender, Muslims and
immigrants, which violates our hate speech policies”
***
Apple’s decision is the latest in a string of technology
companies which have taken action against Jones and Infowars,
which he founded 19 years ago in 1999. Last month, YouTube and
Facebook each pulled down four videos by Jones and Infowars.
Facebook suspended Jones for 30 days, while YouTube hit the
news outlet with a “strike.” Meanwhile, Spotify and the
podcast app Stitcher followed suit, removing specific episodes
of Jones’ show they deemed to contain hateful content.
Apple’s decision comes on the heels of liberal outrage
directed at Jones and his network, most recently spearheaded
by online activists Sleeping Giants – which has lobbied for
tech platforms in general to cut all ties with Jones;
condemning Apple last week for their reluctance.
Read full article here…

